My name is Sue Aubrey, I was a founder member of
Stop Hinkley since 1984. I would like to tell you about
what it has been like so far to live alongside the
construction of Hinkley C.
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In 2011 EDF was granted permission to begin
preliminary works on the Hinkley C site, then they were
granted permission to build the jetty that was supposed
to be operating by 2013 to bring in aggregates.
It was not until 2016 that Teresa May finally signed the
financial and legal agreement with the French and
Chinese to build Hinkley C.
By 2012 the site was already decimated, bulldozers
removed trees and massive earth moving changed the
shape of the land making great huge banks or bunds.
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The jetty looked finished several years ago, but its first
load was not until Sept 2019. This has meant 6 years of
300 lorry loads a day carrying aggregate by road rather
than being brought in by sea as promised.
The worst problem we are all coping with is TRAFFIC. As
long ago as the 1988/89 public Inquiry for Hinkley C it
was acknowledged that traffic would be an issue and a
new road was considered. But this time round EDF
would not countenance any discussion on building a
new road. People can’t get to work on time, Bridgwater
is frequently gridlocked. During the summer with
holiday traffic it is impossible to get anywhere on a
Friday. We are always suffering from road works with
EDF tinkering with junctions for the convenience of
lorries going to Hinkley. Lorries all the time even now in
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spite of the jetty.
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Workers at Hinkley C have to park in specially built car parks and then they
are bussed to and from the site. We see the busses all day and night going
round and round, generally they look almost empty. EDF have admitted
that the one thing they had not anticipated was the problem of fly parking
and many extra cars parking in the villages.
THE GOLD RUSH ECONOMY Very well paid jobs at Hinkley C. Care workers
going to HPC to be cleaners, paid more, social hours, no responsibility. My
local garage lost a good mechanic to Hinkley, bored out of his mind drives a
tractor all day but gets double time on Sundays. These well paid jobs
unbalance the economy and leads to local difficulty for us getting skilled
and unskilled workers.
HOUSING Rental property costs have soared. Tenants are evicted for HPC
workers who can pay more. I was shocked the other day to hear that long
term tenants in Minehead who had been in accommodation 18 and 20
years were being evicted for homes to be done up for HPC workers. Our
fellow Stop Hinkley member, a single parent, looking after her 4 year old
grandson, has had to move 3 times in his short life. Each time the land lord
has wanted to do up the accommodation for multi occupancy for HPC
workers. Rising rents have led to greater use of Food Banks in Minehead
and Bridgwater.
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The site is working 24 hours a day. Many people are upset about the
light pollution and the noise and dust if you are living nearby in a
village like Shurton. I have a friend who has a telescope who watched
the stars from his back garden. He can no longer do this, and I hear
comments like, ’I can no longer see the milky way.’
Particularly if you live in Bridgwater near a bus stop you are disturbed
at 5am when the early shift leaves.
Now we are hearing that holiday cottages are being used as brothels!
Sue Aubrey introduces Katy Attwater to talk about Climate Change.
As you can see we have not stopped HPC so far!
In 2018 we challenged the ONR, that in the light of Climate Change,
the design of HPC was not safe.
We hope this challenge will also be of benefit to Sizewell and Bradwell
groups in their endeavours.
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These photos have been taken since the start of the
construction of HPC.
The Harris fencing on the right is the Hinkley C
boundary near where the spent fuel storage will be
held in ponds.
The Severn Estuary has the second highest tidal range
in the world.
The forecast is that sea levels will continue to rise
rapidly in the next 200 years.
This is the basis of our challenge to the ONR
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Climate News Network 18th Sept 2019 https://clIn imatenewsnetwork.net/climatemodels-predict-bigger-heat-rise-ahead/
2100 is during the lifetime of HPC
This information is coming from the work being done to prepare the IPCC report for
2021.
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Even with a 2 degree rise in sea level, 1 in 5 people globally
will see their coastal cities submerge. Cities like London, New
York and Shanghai.
The average annual increase has risen from 3mm 1997 to
2006(9years) to 5mm in 2014 to 2019(5years).
Different scientific bodies have been tracking rising sea levels
since 1900.
The black line represents the start of using actual data from
satellites where they all start to agree.
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UK coasts will have more “compound flooding” - storm
surges & heavy rainfall combined. Devon, Somerset and
the Bristol channel may become “hotspots” with events
happening every 1 in 6yrs.
The funnel shape of the Severn Estuary, with its
extremely high tidal range, creates the perfect storm
surge.
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This is a photo of compound flooding at Hinkley Point in
1981.
Use pointer to explain the sites of A, B and C.
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This map mirrors the last photo and shows the
Environment Agencies map of flood risk at Hinkley
dated 2011.
This was part of EDF’s flood risk assessment which was
approved in 2013.
To our knowledge no change has been made to the
design of HPC since the DCO in 2013
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This is the original A station wall which is overtopped by
storm surges. It has already had its height extended by
4m of gabion wall.
To the foreground is the start of the HPC site. The wall
for HPC stops here and will not be extended around A
and B stations.
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Flooding is no stranger to Somerset.
In this tsunami or storm surge 3,000 people were killed
in Somerset and Wales.
Marks can still been seen on church walls showing the
level of flood waters.
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The ONR have approved a design for the sea wall that
allows a 1.98 m margin before overtopping the sea wall
at 14m AOD.
This margin is based on data from 2009.
The highest astronomical tide recorded at Avonmouth
reached a height of 14.64 m AOD in 2015.
There have been tides above 14 m AOD since 2009.
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We asked the ONR what scientific advice they took in
assessing the HPC safety case.
The said they have an expert panel that meets once a
year but has not met since 2017.
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Our strategy is to challenge the ONR on the safety case
for HPC and insist they stop
construction.

These are a few of our questions.
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The Periodic Review for HPC is scheduled for 10 years
after it is completed.
Now is that after completion or operation. If you look at
Flamanville and Olkioloto it could be a very long time.
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So the safety case for the design of HPC is based on
2009 data.
Both the Met Office and their Expert Panel say see level
rises could be very much higher.
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The Hinkley C safety case is definitely based on out-ofdate and inaccurate information.

I will handover to Allan Jeffery to explain the SH
concerns of the threat to sea life and the bio diversity of
the Severn Estuary from HPC.
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EDF is again wanting to do another material change to their
original (DCO) Development Consent Order for HPC
application submitted and accepted in 2013. It reminds us of
another environmental damaging feature of this nuclear
technology.
The 2 HPC reactors will need vast amounts of cooling water
for their steam power generation, over 132 cubic metres of
water every second from the Severn Estuary. (4x the cooling
water for the A and B stations!)
This intake, indiscriminately sucks in huge amounts of sea life,
ranging from marine mammals, crustaceans, fish, their eggs
and larvae, most of which will not survive the journey through
3 km of pipework at high pressure flow rate to the condenser,
and the discharge back to the sea.
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The Severn Estuary is a well known migration route for protected
species such as Atlantic salmon, European eels, twaite shad, sea and
river lamprey, and sea trout. Some are protected by international
legislation.
Large amounts of money are being spent by conservation
organisations. £20million pounds was the cost of the Steart Wetlands
close to Hinkley, constructed by the WWT as a fish nursery, and
£22million is the cost of the Unlocking the Severn Project, by the
Rivers Trust to protect these populations of protected species.
Researchers at Swansea University, working with local fishermen are
realising the importance of the Severn Estuary as an important fish
breeding ground for many other different fish species.
For over 50 years, Hinkley A and Hinkley B stations have already been
having a damaging effect on local traditional fishing methods, Hinkley
C will, over a life span of 60 years, seriously devastate the marine
ecology.
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Even with EDF’s fish return system, fish with swim bladders sucked into
the system and dragged along the tunnels will be damaged by
changing water pressures and probably die. Others will suffer direct
impact to their delicate fins and further damage as they hit the final
mesh at force before being scooped with a rotating bucket, across to
an out flow, fish recovery system.
EDF admit that over 90% of some species will not survive.
Most of the fish eggs and larvae will pass through the mesh system
and be exposed to the high temperatures and chemicals in the
condenser and will be destroyed, thus also killing future generations.
The dead marine life, along with the hot water plume from the
condensers, create further pollution problems. They have to be
discharged 1km. out into the estuary, away from the cold water intakes
and away from the fish recovery return exit channel.
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In the original application EDF agreed with the Environment Agency to take
3 measures to reduce fish death rate, using the best available technology
(BAT). One of which was to use an acoustic fish deterrent (AFD), sound
system which deters hearing fish species from entering the intake pipes.
EDF is now applying to change their planning application, TO NOT USE the
Acoustic Fish Deterrent!
They now say it is not necessary as, they say, it will not make much
difference to the fish death numbers, and claim it is a health and safety risk
to divers in maintaining the system.
This deterrent is an experimental technology which has not been used in
similar offshore tidal cooling systems, such as the middle of the Severn
Estuary, anywhere in the world. So it is evident that there was no careful
consideration as to how this could be done, practically and economically, by
EDF when they submitted their application and agreed to an AFD, in order
to receive their licence permit from the Environment Agency.
What other parts of the DCO planning application have not been
considered adequately?
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Water cooled thermal power stations such as HPC are recorded to cause
damage to fish stocks around the UK and elsewhere in the world.
Environmental Consultant Michael Cominetti wrote “ Until the direct
cooling system is changed,(as it has been in the United States) we will
continue to see hundreds of thousands or millions of fish killed each year”
Do we want to sacrifice the unique life of our Severn Estuary to allow HPC
leave us a legacy of nuclear waste in exchange?
The EDF decision to not use the AFD, is being seriously challenged by a
consortium of 6 Marine, River and Fishing Conservation groups and trusts,
in the initial consultations by EDF and Environment Agency. They disagree
with the EDF’s (CEFAS) fish loss data, and methods of obtaining and
displaying results, there is the possibility of taking legal action!
I have printed out copies of information from these groups from the replies
to the consultations.
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